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Next Education unveils LearnNext App
The best part is, the app is free of
cost and is available.
Next Education India, a pioneer in K-12 education recently
launched the most comprehensive and user-friendly school
community application, LearnNext. This app enables its users
to enjoy a convenient and immersive on-the-go learning
experience with access to the best of LearnNext’s features.
Now, one can avail its advanced features like asking a question
with voice, or a photo, or in text. High quality content like
Lesson Summaries and References, KnowledgeWorld Beas Dev Ralhan, CEO, Next Education India Pvt. Ltd.

Videos

Articles Interviews, Project Ideas are available on

mobiles and tablets. The best part is, the app is free of cost and is available. Promoted by Next Education,
LearnNext offers content based on the CBSE/ICSE/State Board syllabus in a digital, multimedia form both
online and offline through a Windows Desktop client and a tablet client. Its Android App now brings the wealth
of its e-learning solutions to a wide customer base, right from teachers and principals, students and parents and
the app has already been adopted by 2500 users till date. Targeted at students from classes 6th to 12th of all
boards, this figure is expected to triple by the end of January 2015.
Beas Dev Ralhan, CEO, Next Education India commented, “The newly-launched LearnNext application is an
extension of LearnNext.com that is developed with the sole objective of making the arduous process of learning
easier for students. Owing to the fact that smart phone technology has penetrated deeply into the lives of
students, we decided to develop the app to get LearnNext’s most useful features onto the Android platform.
Owing to this platform’s popularity in India, we wish that maximum users can access it through their personal
gadgets anywhere anytime.”
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